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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we consider sequences 1i, I,, . . . of words having the 
property that a group G is soluble if and only if d,(G) = 1 for all but 
finitely many indices k. The most natural example is the sequence 6,) d2, . . . 
defined recursively as follows: 
and 
for k >, 1; of course 6,(G) = Gck) so that G is soluble of derived length at 
most k if and only if 6,(G) = 1 for all n2 k. 
The sequence (6,) involves infinitely many variables. Indeed, if soluble 
groups could be characterized as above by a sequence in a finite number n 
of variables, then a group would be soluble if and only if every n-generator 
subgroup is soluble. However this is not so: for each integer n > 1 there is 
an (n + 1)-generator insoluble group all of whose n-generator subgroups 
are finite and nilpotent (see Golod [ 31). 
However the situation becomes rather different if we restrict attention to
finite groups, because a finite group is soluble if and only if each two- 
generator subgroup is soluble (see Thompson [7, Corollary 21). It follows 
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from [I. 2.121 that there xists a sequence (ix-) of wor 5 in two variables 
such that a .fiuite group G is soluble if and only if &(G) = i for all bu; 
finitely many indices k. In our first result, T’neorem A: we show how sxk 
sequences (1,) can be constructed xplicitly. 
The sequences of Theorem A are much more complicated than the 
sequence (~5~). They depend on an enumeration of the elements of a sub- 
group of a free group, and there is no easily described relationship between 
their consecutive t rms. This raises the question as to whether finite soh&e 
groups can be characterized by sequences of words in a small number of 
variables which are derived from a simple recursive d finition. 
A natUral candidate would be the sequence (qx-) defined by 
~,(X. Y)=X, qI(X, Y)= Y, and qPk~+Z= [qk, qkLl]. Unfortunately the 
simple group G = PSL(2,23) satisfies cp,,(C) = 1. and so this equence &es 
not yield a test for soiubility for finite groups 
The simplest sequence characterizing finite soluble groups that we ha~ie 
found involves four variables. In the free group on iu: Y, Z, and T. de5ne 
and 
for k> 1. 
We prove in Theorem B that a finite group G is sohtble if and only if 
EJG) = 1 for all but finitely many k. Finally, inTheorem C we exhibit wo 
recursively defined sequences (,u~) and (11~) inthree variables s~uch that a 
finite group G is soluble if and only if pk(G) = vG(G) = 1 for ah but finitely 
many indices k. 
2. SEQUENCES OF LAWS IN Two VARIABLES 
Let F be the free group with free basis X, Y and let i~r, sr2, ... be any 
enumeration of the elements of the normal closure of (X) in 1;: For non- 
negative integers i,j define the word t;,,; as follows: 
To.,(X I;) = x 
and 
7j+ lJ(x, Y) = C7,JiX Y), 311jt7;,/(x 0 Yll 
for i3 0, (As usual [h, .k] stands for the iterated commutator de!?ned 
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inductively by [Iz, &I= [h, k] and [h, Jc] = [[h, ,2 ~$1, k] for n B 2.) 
Finally define (&) to be the sequence of words 
We prove 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) G is soluble; 
(ii) Ak(G) = 1 for all but finitely many k. 
It is easy to verify that riTj(G) d G(j), and hence a soluble group G 
satisfies A,(G) = 1 for all but finitely many k. For the proof of the converse 
we note that a counter-example of least possible order would be a minimal 
simple group. Thus it will suffice to assume that G is a minimal simple 
group and prove that &(G) # 1 for infinitely many k. Suppose that we can 
find elements a, b, c E G such that 
1 #a= [a, $1 and G= (a, c). (*I 
Then because G is simple b can be written as a product of conjugates of a 
in (a, c), so that \~i(a, c)= b for some j. Now t,,Ja, ~)=a, and if 
ti,j(a, c)=a for s.ome i then we have 
5i+ IJa3 c, = CUT 3Ls’jtri,j(a, c), c)l = CUT 3ii’jta, c)l 
= [a, 3b] = a. 
This implies that a E T~.~(G) for all i, and A,(G) # 1 for infinitely many k, as 
required. 
From the main theorem of Thompson [7], every minimal simple group 
is isomorphic to one of the following: PSL(2, p) for some prime p 2 5, 
PSL(2, 2p), PSL(2, 3p) or SZ(~~) for some prime p > 3, or PSL(3, 3). In the 
sequel we shall use freely the descriptions ofthe subgroups of these groups 
given by Dickson [2, p. 213 ff.], Limeburg [S] and Suzuki [6]. For all of 
these groups except the groups PSL(2, 3p) a stronger esult han (*) holds: 
LEMMA 1. Let G be one of the groups PSL(2, p) where p > 5, PSL(2, 2p) 
or SZ(~~) where p 2 3, or PSL(3, 3). Then there exist a, b, CE G such that 
[a,b]=a#l andG=(a,c). 
ProoJ First let G = PSL(2, q) where either q is a prime with q k 5 or 
q = 2” where p > 3. Then G has a non-abelian subgroup of order 6, so that 
there are elements a, b E G with a” = u’ = a ~’ # 1. Thus [a, b] = a # 1. By 
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[2, p. 213 ff.] we have G = (a, c) for some c E 6. A similar argument works 
for PSL(3, 3). 
If G = Sz(2”), let a be an element of order 5 and b an element of order 4 
normalizing (rr ). Then ub = a2 and [a, b? = a i I.. Thz list of a!i maximal 
subgroups of G given in [5, p. 3 11 shows that G = (a, c > for any elemenr i
of order q- 1. 
Of course [a, b] = a implies [a, 3bj = a, In ihe minimal simple groups 
PSL(2. 3p) with p 3 3 the equation [a, b] = 6; has only rhe trivial Sal&on 
a= I. owever, we have 
LEMMA 2. Let G = PSL(2, 3p). Inhere p > 3. Tim there rxisr a, 6, c E G 
witi a = [a, 3b] # 1 and G = (a, c). 
Prooj< Take a of order 2 and b of order 3 such t 
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 we see that in every mmimal simple grotip 
G elements a, b, c can be found satisfying ($3, and Theorem A is proved. 
3. A SEQUENCE OF LAWS iN FOUR VARIABLES 
Next we consider the sequence (Ed) defined in the Introduction a d 
pr0s;e 
THEOREM B. Let G be a fhite group. Then the fof~owing me equianiePnt: 
(i) G is soluble; 
(ii ) EJG) = I -for ail but .finite$, man)’ k. 
It is clear that E,JG) < G’“’ for every group G and index k, and so ii) 
implies (ii). To establish t e converse we must prove that if G is a minimai 
simple group then ck(G) # I for ail k. This will follow if we can iisd 
elements a, 6, I’, d of G with 
[a. b, 6. cld=b# I. 
for then we have by induction 
~~(0, b, c, d) = 5 # 1 
for ah k. 
{T, 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group satisfying thefni/oliing conditions: 
(i) ail imwhrtions in G are conjugate; 
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(ii) there exist a, b E G such that b is a product of two irwolutions and 
[a, b, b] is an involution. 
Then there exist c, dE G such that (7) holds. 
Prooj By hypothesis b = uug for some involution u and some g E G. By 
(i) we have u = [a, b, b]’ for some t E G. This yields 
b= UZI~= [u, g] = [[a, 6, b]‘, g] = [a, 6, b, g’-‘1’ 
as required. 
If G is a minimal simple group then condition (i) of Lemma 3 is satisfied. 
We now show that for most of the minimal simple groups elements a, b can 
be found satisfying (ii). If GE PSL(2, p), where p is an odd prime, or if 
G E PSL(3, 3) we may choose a to have order 2 and b to have order 3 such 
that (a, b) &‘A,. If GE PSL(2, 2p) or GE SZ(~~) we take S to be a Sylow 
2-subgroup, and we choose a to be a non-trivial element of S and b to be 
an element of order 2p - 1 normalizing S. In each case condition (ii) of 
Lemma 3 is satisfied, so that there are elements a, b, c, d of G satisfying (t). 
Finally, let G 2 PSL(2, 3p), where p is an odd prime. Let a be an element 
of order 5( 3p - 1) and let b be an involution inverting a. Setting 
g= [a, 6, b], we have l(g)1 =+(3”- 1). We now proceed as in [l, p. IS]. 
Let Ki and K, be the conjugacy classes of G containing g-l and g, respec- 
tively, and let K, be the class of all involutions in G. Then the class 
multiplication c stant aiik is equal to 2( 3” + 1) > 0 and hence there xists 
an element cE G such that 
g ‘g’ = [a, 6, b, c] 
is an involution. Thus there exists de G such that [a, b, b, cld = 6. 
Theorem B follows. 
4. A SEQUENCE OF LAWS IN THREE VARIABLES 
In the free group with basis X, Y, Z we define two sequences (pk) and 
(vJ recursively as follows: 
Pl=x and pkt 1 = cx9 IZdpkzl for k >, 1; 
v,= Y and I’ k+l==[X,t’k, vklz for k 2 1. 
We prove 
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THEORmZ C. Let G be a finite group. Tileri the.fidiorr%q cm uquil:aku;2!: 
ii j G is solubke; 
(ii 2 G satisfies ali but finitely nzat~y of the !m-s ,pr = I ad I’/, = 1, 
It is clear that every soluble group satisfies aimost all of the laws rik =I i 
and Y/i = I, and so to prove Theorem C it will suffke to show that each 
minimai simple group G violates infinitely many of the laws ;ik = I and 
\‘k = :. The proof divides into two cases: 
Case .:a). G is not of type PSL(2, 2”) with p odd. 
Case (b). G z PSL(2,2”) with p odd. 
In case (a) we show that G has elements o, b, c with CO, rlu’~~‘] = cs i :; 
it follows that ~,(a, h, L’) = LI for all k so thar /lx-(G) f:1 for ali k. In case (b) 
we show that G has elements a, 6, c with [u, b, 61 = h # 1 and so \bn(G) # ! 
for all k. 
Ptm$ Case (a j follows since every element of order 3 in G is inverted 
by an involution, and (b j from a straightforward caicuiarion using the class 
multiplication constants of SZ(~~) (see [5] 1. 
NOW let G be as in Case (a) above, and suppose first hat G 1 PSL(2. g ) 
with q odd or G 2 PSL(3, 3). We may choose an involution a and an 
element r! of order 3 such that (a, d) 2 A,. Thus a = [a, &. 
there are involutions e, f such that d = ef and since all involutions in G are 
conjugate we can find 6, c E G with e = ab and f = ai’. Thcs 
[a, +‘a’] = a, 
so that 
as required. For the Suzuki groups we may choose elements a, d generating 
a dihedral group of order 10 such that LI = [=. &i and proceed similarly 
using the fact that ail elements of order 5 are conjugate. 
For Case (b) a different approach is required. 
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elements of SL(2, q). Then the trace of [a, 2b] is equal to -w2(u+ t)‘+ 
(it” + 2)2 - 2. 
Proof. This is an easy if tedious calculation using the fact that 
z4t - ml’ = 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let q = 2”, where p is an odd prime. Then there exist non-zero 
elements z, w of GF( q j such that wZzz + w4 = z. 
Proof: Choose 6 E GF(q) such that 6 + 6’ # 0. Since q - 1 is odd and 
incongruent to0 modulo 3, every element of GF(q) is both a square and a 
cube. Thus we may find z such that z -3 = 6 + 6’ and iv such that \$12 = z26. 
We therefore have 
as required. 
Now let G = SL(2, 2p), where p is an odd prime. Let it’, z be as in 
Lemma 6, and define U= 1, t=z- 1, and u= u’-‘(ut- 1 j. Thus the matrix 
is in SL(2,2O) and has trace z. If a is as defined in Lemma 5, then the trace 
of [a, 2b] is 
and so [a, *b] and b are conjugate in SL(2, 2p) since they have the same 
trace. Thus elements a, 6, c of G can be found such that [a, b, b]‘= b # 1, 
and. the proof of Theorem C is complete. 
Remark. With rather more effort, one can show that the equation 
[a, b, b]” = b # 1 can be solved in PSL(2, q) for all q b 4 and it is quite 
likely that a similar statement holds in SZ(~~). This would yield a very 
satisfactory sequence in three variables. However, we have been unable to 
prove this. It is possible to find elements a, b of Sz(8), of orders 13 and 5, 
respectively, such that [a, 6, b] has order 5 and is conjugate to 6. 
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